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L et ter f r om t he E d itor s
Dear Readers,
We editors are proud to present to you this collection of University
of Notre Dame students’ work in the year 2012. It is always
encouraging to see art flourishing on campus, for art is absolutely
central to the experience of acquainting with the universe in a
whole sense.
Through art, our vision clears, and we learn to see the world as
this enriched, inviting, alive being. This process is in constant
motion. Regardless of stage of our lives and all the differences, art
lets us re-acquaint with our experiences, who we are—whether
we are the artist or the audience.
We now invite you to experience the worlds these talented artists
dwell in and have created: to see the world through their eyes, to
see the world anew with your own eyes and become a part of it.
Sincerely,
Editors
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Bridget Apfeld

Ba by Te et h
The call was really not that much of a surprise to Laurie. She
had not expected it, in thesense of waiting for it, but when it did
come the blank practicality of her own manner made hersuspect
something tired and hidden in herself had been prepared for it for
a very long time.
“Todd?” she’d said immediately, recognizing the number.
“She’s leaving the hairdryer in the mailbox again,” Todd said, “I
think you know it’stime.”
Laurie had nodded, and jumped slightly when Todd spoke again.
“Laurie, did you hear me? You need to come back out here, soon.”
“Sorry,” she said, “I’ll be there late tonight.” And so she packed
a duffel, hid the key in the downspout, and left a note for the
neighbors. Gone to La Crosse, it said, be back soon?
Laurie put her cellphone in her closest pocket, but didn’t plan on
answering if it rang. She could check for messages when she picked
up food at Viroqua, or even wait until the turnoff at Shelby.
The sun was still hot though the river, meters away in Laurie’s
yard, ran cool and swift, and the pavement burned her feet as she
slid into the Ford and slammed the door: she always drove barefoot.
And when she pulled out onto the road and blinked into the corncolored dust, it seemed to Laurie that the cicadas thrummed louder
than she’d ever heard.
When Laurie was nine, she began to notice odd things about
her mother. Sometimes when it rained, her mother would stand
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outside in the shallows of the river for hours and let the water drip
down her arms, skating off the tips of her fingers until it fell into the
currents and joined the rush and tide, the brown and beige of the
Mississippi dimpled and puckered around her legs. Once Laurie
woke suddenly in the first dawn of the morning and crept down the
hall to her mother’s bed, and saw the sheets perfectly smooth and
flat—it was not until she found her mother sleeping in the backseat
of the car that Laurie could feel the panic in her throat subside. And
there were things her mother would not do, too. Her mother would
not enter grocery stores until after dark when every other car had
abandoned the paved lot, and her face would be tinged pale green
under the fluorescent lights while she prowled the aisles alone
and hunched over the cart. If her mother let a glass slip from her
soapy fingers as she washed dishes she would look at it, perplexed,
but would not clean it up; the shards might stay winking on the
floor for days until a neighbor or an uncle pushed through the
screen door and made their lips go thin. Lowered voices, lisping
whispers, lips curling around ill-disguised disgust: Laurie learned
early where among the teachers, neighbors, strangers, to expect
kindness, and where not. And sometimes Laurie went to stay with
her grandmother, escorted by a smiling aunt—just for a few days,
it wouldn’t be long, it was never too long. There she sat on the
damp porch steps and watched her grandfather, tall and shadowed
against the sun, clear sumac and honeysuckle during the day, and
at night she watched him burn the brush in tall, popping piles, the
sparks drifting upward into the mothwing blackness and the air
spiced with smoke.
Her mother was not always like this, though, and most days
Laurie was safe from the strange things that curled up from behind
her mother’s eyes. The creaking house was clean and bright, and
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Laurie’s mother pinned white sheets to the clothesline and let them
snap in the riversmelling wind, raw-edged tendons taught when
she raised on her toes to reach the highest rope. Laurie and her
uncles caught catfish to bring home, and her mother laughed when
they picked her up and carried her outside, threatening to toss her
off the pier. Lunches were packed with napkins and notes written in
marker on a banana; Laurie’s hair was brushed—a hundred strokes
a night—while her mother hummed old songs and Laurie leaned
back into her chest to feel the vibrations of the sound; waking in the
gray morning and listening to the chirping of the frogs, Laurie knew
her mother was asleep down the hall and was unafraid. But always,
always, Laurie was careful, for she knew one humid afternoon she
might turn the corner and find her mother standing in the gravel
drive, dust caked into her long hair, staring at the sun.
The Coon Valley 7-11 was out of apple juice, so Laurie settled for
cranberry.
“Want smokes?” the young cashier asked her, eyeing her as she
set the juice on the counter. Laurie saw his bitten nails and red eyes,
and pitied his father for the sleepless nights he must spend waiting
for this boy to come home, late but still alive.
“No, just the fill-up and these,” she said, shoving the juice toward
him and grabbing a jerky stick from the nearest rack. It would be
salty, and quiet her hunger until she reached her mother’s house.
The cashier chewed his cheek slowly while he rang up the items.
“That’s $21.74,” he said, and Laurie pulled a rumpled wad of bills
from her pocket, grabbing the juice and tearing the jerky packet
open with her teeth as she turned to leave.
“Going to La Crosse?” the cashier asked behind her. Laurie
paused.
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“Maybe,” she said, “I think so.” He nodded.
“River’s up,” he said, “take I-14 into the city. 35’s out in a few
spots.”
“I’m not going north,” Laurie said, “I’m staying south.” The boy
nodded. Laurie began to walk out again, watching a truck pulling
into the station—millworkers, men whose soft, throaty voices
spoke of river-washed pine and moaning barges, the churn and
roil and unceasing, manic drive of the piston and the pump. She
would trust them with nothing and with everything, these men who
lived quietly and angrily, haunting the rills and the bends of the
marshlands because there was nowhere left to go, nowhere left to
see the headwaters dance. No matter their age they would be older
than her, always, and Laurie knew she could love them for it. She
would reach to let her hair down as she passed and show a glimpse
of her hip to thank them, to force them to look and look away, to
show in the arch of her back that she too felt the dry riverbed dust
between her toes and smelled the thick pulp of paper cooking in
the vats.
“South’s going under,” the cashier said behind her, and Laurie left
the store.
It was night when Laurie arrived at her mother’s house, and so
the hazy glow of the white boards only trickled through the willows
as she drove up the dirt drive toward the porch; the dust on the path
was still and did not rise with the spin of her tires, and the gravel
sounded rich and full, so she knew the rains had been through.
Laurie put the car in park and sat for a minute in the blackness,
listening to the heavy sound of the leaves and the trilling whine from
the crickets. Bullfrogs sang melodious as monks in the distance of
the riverbanks, and she imagined the smooth swell of their throats
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beneath smug grins and popping eyes, warty-cowled and supple in
their spastic leaps. The house was still before her and without light,
and Laurie wondered if her mother were there at all. She could
break in if she had to—smash a window with her elbow wrapped
in a shirt, as her cousins had taught her—but Laurie preferred
permission for these things. So she rolled the car windows down
slightly, got out, and went up to the porch.
Laurie rapped on the screen door. “Mom?” she called.
The door swung outward and Laurie had to jerk back out of its
path. A hand showed itself on the door mantle, veined and white,
whiter than the stripped paint. Her mother’s eyes reflected out of
the darkness, pinpricks of light, and when she stepped onto the
porch and smiled with yellowing teeth, Laurie felt nothing at all.
“My brother said you were coming,” her mother said, “so I made
a casserole. How did Todd know you were coming?” she asked,
following her daughter into the shadowed house as Laurie walked
inward, timeless memory leading her to the desktop lamp down the
hallway. Laurie flicked the switch several times.
“He called me this morning,” Laurie said, “why won’t this light
work?” Her mother frowned and folded her arms.
“It works perfectly well, Laurie,” she said, and Laurie felt the skin
on her arms tighten when she looked down through the cone of the
shade and saw an apple, indecently red, screwed down tightly onto
the socket. Her mother came over and looked down at the apple.
Laurie stood perfectly still, listening to her mother’s breathing
next to her, wondering if she ought to leave the house and drive
back to Wyalusing and simply tell Todd that her mother was gone,
disappeared, insane, dead, so stop calling and recalling her back to
this place, for her six-year flight had been meant to be permanent.
“Your father loves apples,” her mother said. “You didn’t know
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him,” Laurie said, and her mother nodded her head. “Don’t tell
Dad,” her mother said and, smiling still, walked away into the
darkened hallway, long dark hair swinging in ropes down her back.
“Food’s in the kitchen, Laurie,” she said, “come on.”
The ceiling in Laurie’s room needed paint, she could see,
although the water stains spreading fungal out from the corners
into the virgin expanse were taking quite imaginative shapes. She
thought it might be an interesting exercise to chart their progress,
the evolution from zygotic blot to an organism of recognizable
identity. Perhaps it would become amphibious, or sprout wings,
or blossom refulgent into some pestilential and amorphous thing.
Who was she to stand in the way of what the house wanted? She
did not have time to paint, anyway. Instead Laurie lay on her back
on her bed watching the ceiling grow fainter and then brighter as
the lamp’s lightbulb pulsed weakly, buzzing with faint premonition
of its forthcoming doom, and shifting her weight to find the least
creaky spring in the mattress. It would be the lower left, she knew
from long experience, that gave the most grating twist of metal,
but Laurie took a wistful enjoyment from this attempt. So many of
her nights had been spent in this pursuit of quiet that Laurie felt
almost girlish again, letting the quilt drape lightly over her form and
occasionally wiggling a foot to reassure herself she was still there.
Still there, certainly, and Laurie now knew that the whisper in
Todd’s voice had been true, she was still here and entirely alone for
the first time, for the apple said everything she needed to hear. It
would not do to leave her mother again to the care of neighbors
and the walking-distance family; her mother’s mind had given
in to whatever hot-breathed misery dogged its steps, and now
Laurie must be the one to tell her mother, as to a child, that she
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couldn’t be trusted by herself anymore. Parent into child, child
into parent—Laurie rolled onto her side under the covers and let
the sour injustice flow over her, for when had she been a child in
that house where food sat souring for weeks in the fridge, where
brackish water dripped down walls and under floors, where
friends’ mothers refused to pass through the door because her
own mother wore no underwear and all their husbands knew it?
Smirking glances, terse exchanges, her mother’s braid snaking long
down her back, her uncles’ helpless frustration: Laurie knew what
these things meant because she heard their echoes in her own
desire to make men stare, to brush too close, to look back, to walk
the embankment edge without allowing herself to be swept in as
her mother had. Laurie told herself she felt disdain for those poor
souls who rebuffed her mother’s smiles because they saw her, wildhaired and shivering, get into strange cars when she walked the I-14
at night, for their small-minded cruelty and petty, clutching pride
in their smallest of successes, but Laurie sometimes could not stop
the burning in her chest when she thought about her fear on those
nights when her mother did not return. Dark nights, shot through
red with anger and shame.
The floorboards beneath the bed swelled with gunshot snaps
as rain gathered in the clouds outside, and Laurie could smell the
river and the deep, soft mud. Tomorrow she would approach the
question of the apple. She shut her eyes and listened to the cicadas
whir through the willows while the Mississippi sped and rose.
She was not prepared for the teeth, though. The morning
sunlight was strong and hurt Laurie’s eyes when she woke, and she
did not want to leave the dimness of the low-ceilinged upstairs, so
she found herself meandering down the hallway to her mother’s
room with no admitted purpose in mind. To look was surely not to
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violate—and with new responsibility came privilege. Things were
so unchanged, museum-like and holy, that Laurie moved slowly
around the room, touching little and breathing less. No photos,
no books, just the bleached quilt on the bed and a rocking chair
in a corner. And the dresser, magical in Laurie’s mind still for the
wonders of silk and cotton and lace that would billow out of it at
random, a genii’s frothing opulence. It drew Laurie closer and she
opened a drawer, curious, plunged her hand in and felt around.
And when she found the box tucked away in the back of the drawer
she did not hesitate—hesitation would imply guilt, and Laurie
knew herself beyond that—but pulled it out and opened it, and saw
the teeth. Tiny and yellowed, smooth as the inside of a clamshell.
Some dotted with a bit of blood, dried crusty and black on the root.
Molars, incisors. One chipped badly on the edge. Laurie poured
them out into her palm and rolled them around, feeling the strange
lightness of them, their slippery movements—they tumbled and
danced in her cupped hand. Searching for a memory somewhere in
them, Laurie found with a strange puzzlement that she could attach
nothing to them. They were teeth, archaeological and utilitarian, as
much Australopithecus as alien. She plucked one up and squeezed
it, hard, and it left a reddened indent in her thumb and forefinger.
Then she dumped the teeth quickly back into the box and shoved it
under some socks, and went downstairs to her mother.
She sat at the edge of the dock, and Laurie had to squint into
the early glare to stop her mother’s shape from shimmering out
of focus. The water was high in the rushes and the pier was barely
above the water, its brown current curling around the supports
where they would eventually rust and crumble as years went by,
until the boards sank into the riverbed and furrowed deep down
into the sediment, the river’s embrace complete at last. Laurie
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walked through the dry grass toward the river and wondered what
to say, how to best tell her mother that her daughter feared she’d
given up her mind. Her mother turned around quickly when Laurie
stepped onto the dock, and Laurie saw there could be no way to
tell her.
“Did you sleep all right?” her mother called, and Laurie said,
“Fine, I guess. Bed’s still awful.”
“You always did need a new bed,” her mother said, turning back
toward the western shore. “But I never got around to getting you
one.”
“Why was that?” Laurie asked, easing herself down beside her
mother, careful not to catch her bare feet on the splintering boards.
“They wouldn’t have liked that,” her mother said, turning a stalk
of wheatgrass over in her long fingers, stroking her cheek with the
fine fronds and smiling gently. Laurie set her jaw and stared ahead
at the far banks.
“Who, Mom?” she asked, and her mother said, “River’s up today,
did you notice?” Laurie was silent for a moment.
“I did notice,” she said, “but you didn’t answer me.” The willows
rasped behind the dock as Laurie’s mother picked at the wheatgrass
in her hand. She spoke softly.
“Things can be difficult, Laurie,” she said, “they cannot be
trusted.”
“Who, Mom?” Laurie asked, feeling the familiar frustration rise in
her throat, trying to shake the dizzying sensation, the warping, she
felt herself falling into with every word her mother spoke. “What are
you talking about?”
“Why did you move away?” her mother said suddenly, petulantly,
“I asked you not to go. The clocks don’t move now, nothing is safe.”
She swung her legs beneath the pier and shifted restlessly: her
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patience was thin now, Laurie saw, care was necessary.
“I told you,” Laurie said, measuring her voice, “I tried to go to
school. I’m only a few hours away now, too.”
“But not married,” her mother said, looking away, speaking to
herself, “not good. Maybe never.” Laurie was silent. A heron rose
noiselessly downriver, long legs spindly below it, dragging lightly
on the surface of the water before it vanished beyond the bend.
“No, Mom, I’m not,” Laurie said. “And neither were you,” she
added, knowing her own spite but caring little.
“No,” her mother said, flatly, lucidly, “and my parents never
forgave me for it. Do you think that was easy?” Laurie looked at her
mother, wondering at the shadows under her eyes and the creases
on her resting palms.
“But it wasn’t your fault,” Laurie said, “they knew that, they had to
know things were different, for you.”
“Where have my shoes gone?” her mother asked, “your brother
took them, didn’t he?” She shook her head, heavy under her stillglossy hair, and looked over to Laurie. “You were a nuisance, you
know,” she said, conversationally, “I’d rather not have had you, but
that wasn’t a choice.”
Chest tightening, lungs folding in, Laurie felt her breathing
stagger; cracks were opening into a void around her and she was
lost, stumbling between the gaps of a rotting swamp, steam rising
and she could not see through it. Horror of the familiarity and the
utter difference, the sparks and flashes of connection and their
flickering end—Laurie stood and let the blood rush to her head,
black spots before her eyes. She fought the urge to strike at her
mother’s head before her, put an end to everything now. Would
anyone miss her mother—did anyone miss those shuffling figures
on the edges of crowds and sitting on creaking swings in the parks,
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alone, the
ones who spoke to themselves because only they could trace the
gossamer threads of their reason? Would anyone blame her should
she do this, plunge her into the river and wait for the bubbles to pop
on the surface, one by one?
“I never had a brother, Mom,” she said, and turned to walk back
to the house.

Shadows in the kitchen grew long and cool while the breeze lifted
the gauzy curtains into a full swelling of gray light and linen, and
the stained floor planks seemed to Laurie from where she perched
in the bay window as if they were softened by the fading sun, muted
and dulled to a smooth clarity. She could see her mother still on
the dock, not yet consumed by the falling darkness and just visible,
her outline dotted by the occasional flash of a wayward firefly
too incautious to remain in the safety of the grass. Laurie let her
mother’s words drift around her, the nonsense and the muddled
truth, those things that were said so casually and so calmly because
she, Laurie, did not entirely exist anymore, and really could never
have existed entirely for her mother. What a strange thing to find
the beginning of all things at this cracking, dissolving end: Laurie let
out a short bark of a laugh, and did not smile. A box of teeth, yellow,
gleaming, glistening in the dark drawer and waiting patiently for a
hand to reach out to stroke. Teeth, for spilling blood.
Outside the river rose secretly, in increments, multiplying into
hurrying excess and breathing in before the great gush outward:
the gasping burst, the flood. Rat snakes and massasaugas writhed
in the reeds, gorging on spring peepers and leopard frogs flushed
from their holes, and the white cranes did not land—they journeyed
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south, to the salt deltas and lush glades, and the river rose and rose.

The next morning in the kitchen Laurie’s mother sat small at
the table, peeling an apple. Her hands turned the apple steadily,
a sweet celestial body revolving endlessly, and the skin curled in
a long skein below the fruit. Laurie watched her mother from the
doorway and thought about the knife, dull but sharp enough. She
stepped into the kitchen and spoke.
“Mom, I think it’s time to leave.” Laurie’s mother looked up,
sharply.
“You can leave if you want,” she said, “I’ve never kept you.” Laurie
opened her mouth to speak, then stopped. The apple continued
turning in her mother’s hands.
“Your grandma is going to pick you up tomorrow,” her mother
said, sweetly, “so don’t be trouble.”
“Grandma is dead,” Laurie said, angry now with the dizzying,
rabbit-hole exchanges, and her mother dropped the apple and
said, “But what can I do? They’ve all gone.” She looked at Laurie,
puzzled, then reached up and touched her face. Laurie started with
the coolness of her mother’s fingers.
“Odd thing, you,” her mother said, and stood.
“What are the teeth, Mom?” Laurie asked. “What are you doing
with a box of teeth?” Her mother laughed.
“The teeth?” she said, smiling, and left the kitchen on softslapping feet. Laurie followed.
Outside the air was low and humid, thick with water, building to
a head in the west; the hot wind spat in fits and the dried, reddened
sumac rattled deathly in the breeze. Laurie could feel sweat drip
down her spine as she trailed her mother out to the low pier, now
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hardly above the river at all. It would go under, soon. Her mother
walked to the edge of the dock—messianic, serene—and sat,
folding her legs beneath her. Laurie knelt beside her and reached
down to let her fingers trail in the river.
“Snappers’ll get your fingers,” her mother said. “Be careful.”
Nodding, Laurie withdrew her hand: her mother might be senile,
but she was not stupid. The two women sat on the dock watching
the blackening clouds billow and contract with their rich bellyfuls
of rain, soon to be released into the waterlogged plains. Water into
water, overflow of silt and rich earth and blind, pinkish catfish
hurled up wriggling onto the banks porous with sinking, swirling
runoff carving deep into the dripping, cool caves that echoed with
the achingly infinitesimal sound of time’s slow plod.
“What do I do with you?” Laurie asked her mother, “you can’t stay
here.”
“They’re your teeth, of course,” her mother said. Laurie stared.
“What?” she said, the compression dizzying, “the teeth?”
“I saved all your baby teeth, you might have needed them,” her
mother said. “I couldn’t get rid of my Laurie-Dee’s teeth.”
The childhood name: nights in star-washed fields, butterfly
kisses, painted faces; the smell of cotton and sweat and the sweet
taste of black raspberries, still earthy. Sand between toes, and the
thrilling softness of a toothless gum. And the teeth, still bloody,
tokens of something unspeakable and strong.
“The river’s up,” her mother said, and Laurie said, “I know, Mom.”
Laurie watched the Mississippi current rise in choppy rhythm,
breathed the hot, swampy air, and took her mother’s hand.
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Margaret Emma Brandl

Of Fi r e
Super is not perfect. Jump and kick and run and fall and scratch
and scrape, it all bleeds, wounds jabbed into the smooth flesh,
scuffs and scrapes. It heals like all wounds heal. The bandages
are flesh-colored. Maybe you don’t notice. When skin hits
pavement gravel gets in, sand gets in, little rocks, tiny pieces of
glass, all in—when skin hits pavement things give. It is not all
shine. Something happens with boots and bows, next time good
as new, but for now rips and tears and tatters. Clothing hangs off
like the dead. A bright flash of red light and all is turned to stone,
the silence, a vortex or a dome and red and black light. Wake and
there is fire, normal fire, comfort fire, and off into the streets.
Flesh-colored bandages, maybe you don’t see, below knees. On
arms. Bruises and makeup. Makeup in every mirror: cheeks now
yellow, now purple, now black, now green, now normal again,
always flat pale. Makeup and flesh-colored bandages, maybe you
don’t want to notice. What if we all get hurt? Do you lose your
security? Do you stay up at night? Even we sleep. We have to sleep.
Some nights awake by the fire, but sleep comes after long enough.
Sleep and silence, red vortex, deep silence, shattering. A heat of
blood. Not the white light. We all have nightmares. Maybe your
nightmares are different. Maybe you don’t notice flesh-colored
bandages. Under the shirt, gauze and tape. The white rips and
turns crimson then brown; in the end you stand and see ombre
discoloration. We always start shiny-white starched smooth new.
No matter who we are it doesn’t end that way.
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Margaret Emma Brandl

Of S e a
Silly heart. Silly fool heart with your wings. Silly fool heart with
your bleeding. Silly fool heart with your aching. Silly fool heart
with your narrow mind. Silly fool heart with your weak body. Silly
fool heart with not enough to take care. Silly fool heart, we will
destroy you. Silly fool heart you are not our master. Silly fool heart
you are not in the sea or on the wind or through all time, silly fool
heart, you are confined, silly fool heart, you are too small. Silly
fool heart see what happens when you love. Silly fool heart see
what happens when you open yourself. Silly fool heart that’s what
you get for this. Silly fool heart get out of my chest.
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Margaret Emma Brandl

O f Oa k
Come home every night to dark lights. Plants say hello. Hello
plants. Dark kitchen. Dark oven. Warm it up, mix something,
spread something. Create the warmth. Draw on the warmth.
Learn. Maybe just one more and you will have it. Maybe if it
shone more you would have it. Dust. Sweep. Come home every
night to shine. Leave the lights on. Waking to sunlight and more
lights. Forget the bill. Leave the lights on. Radio. False voices. The
feeling of company. The feeling of warmth. The feeling of light,
even where there is no light. In the end there is no light and the
planes fly over every day, every day, every day.
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Brittany Burgeson

Deu s et Mach i na
calcified contacts eyeblink
xerox of a xerox of a xerox of
a crumpled carbon receipt on
bone looms fates
crochet concave
rorschach pixel
tapestry shadows
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Brittany Burgeson

bu l i m ic tomb oy neu r ot ic ne c r ot ic
pa ge a nt que en
I’m a spandex arabesque tutu. No, I’m a library skirt and wispy
chemise. I’m stilettos with matches for heels and people pay
attention because I don’t say rape. I’m running shoes and a sports
bra and an iPod. I’m business casual. I’m all black. Tomorrow I’m
a frilly pink pigtail lollypop, but tonight thigh-high stockings and
nothing else.
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Brittany Burgeson

T he Gr e at Pa c i f ic G y r e
Infants gyrate with groceries,
Pill bottles, Vaseline, debris,
Non-organismal (neuston1) aggregations
Pelagic2 photodegredation3
And shit… urea4, nurdles5, PCBs6
6-to-17 plastic concentration
A vortex of VHS8 constipation9
Duodenum10 ruptures Legos11

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Collective term for organisms floating on, or just below, the water’s
surface
From Greek pelagos ‘level surface of the sea’
Absorption of photons irreversibly altering a molecule’s shape
A colorless crystalline compound that is the main nitrogenous
breakdown product of protein metabolism in mammals and is
excreted in urine
Pre-production plastic resin pellets
Adds flavor to sushi
Ratio of plastic-to-plankton in the North Pacific Gyre
Ribbon boxes that mommy doesn’t like you to use to decorate the cat
for Halloween
Why old people drink prune juice
The first part of the small intestine leading to the jejunum.
Automatic binding bricks dubbed after the Danish phrase leg godt,
meaning “play-well”
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Subtropic convergence12 of Eggos13
Proud to be an American14 nation
Derelict15 dolls superimpose
Chemical fire at Madame Tussauds16
Polymer17 industry cheers
Immortal mermaid tears18
Climate change’s19 pornographic clothes20

12

13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20

An atmospheric zone where two prevailing flows interact; the
location of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch
Frozen “waffles”
(please) refrain from (singing) Lee Greenwood’s patriotic anthem
Maritime cargo on the bottom of the ocean with no hope of reclaiming
A major tourist attraction displaying waxworks of historical and royal
figures, film stars, sports stars and famous murderers.
A macromolecule composed of repeating structural units, typically
connected by covalent chemical bonds.
Moniker for small, bullet shaped plastic pollutants
A pot-headed conspiracy theory not unlike evolution
Winter is overrated
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Taylor Byrnes

Dic e
spilling brightly into darkness
my dreamlets drip into the dust:
she was beautiful, a fair-bird girl,
with long, prominent ribs and a
quiet smile on her face.
until this, the golden day;
she’s fucking with improvisation,
put her fingers to my lips, and
left me chewing dust before
diving into tea cups from a
window on the thirteenth floor.
down toward the heat-dazzling concrete of
the highway with an outstretched hand.
she was beautiful, a fair-bird girl─
limp as a dishrag.
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Taylor Byrnes

Fou r to Si x We ek s
(OMIT) larva skin crawls bone to bone as (OMIT)
drags off clothes, sitting naked before
the mirror (OMIT) wrings (OMIT)self out
and rumples; to (OMIT) chin (OMIT)
pulls leg knuckles, bulky on finger thighs;
(OMIT) eyes slant at dogeared flesh,
until hours have lapsed
and (OMIT) is sitting
in sleep; dazedaysideways, between hot air balloon
dreams (OMIT) neglects reflection to
regard the )devil( within it.
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Kristina Cloetingh

I nt a ke
Around me, everything is white. White walls, white ceilings, white
tile floors. Blues, reds, pinks, chartreuses, macaroni and cheeses all
blend together to form a blinding force field enveloping me, beating
me to a bloody pulp without actually touching me. Yes, externally I
am whole. Internally, I am blank, stifled.
   Nurses scurry down the halls, monitoring the beeping of this
machine or that machine. Checking to make sure none of us are
dead. I’m not dead, don’t you worry, I call after them, but they
largely ignore my pleas. I have no friends here, no one to waste
away the hours, minutes, seconds. Days. Weeks, even. There is no
clock in the room, no calendar. I judge the passing of time based
on when the nurses enter to check on my vitals. Every morning,
the fat nurse with the single long brown hair protruding from her
left nostril visits me. She hardly says anything, her brow perpetually
furrowed as if I’m doing nothing but inconveniencing her. Her mint
green scrubs swish as she waddles around my room, tidying up,
throwing death glares my way like spare change.
I prefer the afternoon nurse. She bops around the room singing
Diana Ross, fiery red bun atop her head dancing to its own rhythm
independent of her swaying hips and flailing arms. A big shiny
diamond, I think they call it a princess cut, catches the fluorescent
lights above and glitters on her left hand as she uses her tiny fist as
a microphone. I don’t have the heart to tell her that her voice makes
my ears bleed.
Afternoon nurse wears bright pink scrubs dotted with balloons,
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or maybe they’re grenades, a splash of color in my otherwise bleak
surroundings. “Good afternoon, Diana! How are you today?” She
pitches her voice high and speaks slowly, as if talking to a child or a
hospice patient. Motherese, they called it in my Psych class. I never
have time to answer. It’s back to Diana Ross as soon as she asks.
Baby love, oh baby love. It’s Dana, not Diana, Afternoon Nurse.
God, no one ever listens around here.
Mom and Dad come to visit when they can. For the first three
days, Mom hardly left my bedside. She clutched at my claw-like
hand with her own fleshy palm like she was trying to keep me
from falling. For three nights in a row she slept in one of those hard
wooden chairs they put in the rooms as if to deter visitors from
staying the night. She didn’t shower. She hardly ate. She just cried.
Cried and cried until I was convinced she and I would drown in her
tears like the little animals in Wonderland. Dad had to force her to
go home, to clean up at least a little bit. Couldn’t have her looking
so unkempt in a public place; no no, that is out of the question.
Dad stays with me when Mom is here but never comes on his own.
I think the whiteness of it all freaks him out as much as it does me.
And that smell, a potpourri of disinfectant and misery and sickness.
Kirsten hardly comes at all.
Mom waltzes into the room sometime in the early morning,
before Morning Nurse has had a chance to ruin my day with her
perpetual petulance. People used to say I was the spitting image of
my mother, before I became so thin and weak. We have the same
brown hair, mildly uncontrollable and curlier underneath than on
top, the same glittering obsidian eyes that keep secrets from the
rest of the world. She’s changed too in the past month or so that I’ve
been here. Older, more tired, wrinkles multiplying in her forehead
like cracks on thin ice. She’s taken to wearing more makeup than
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before, but I can still tell. The bitterness of the fluorescent lights
highlights every imperfection with a mocking finger.
Her eyes light up as she walks in the room and sees me awake.
Too often I think she spends her days by my bedside watching
reruns of soap operas and Oprah while my I lay there with my
eyes closed, either sleeping or pretending to sleep. Attempting to
dream to escape the hospital. But dreams of sugarplum fairies don’t
dance in my head. I hardly remember my dreams anymore; once
vivid nights have become black voids, like my brain has shut down
entirely. As each day passes I find I can sleep less and less; natural
sunlight dances threateningly with the fluorescent light from above
and pulses into my brain, presses on my eyes, and the headache
overwhelms every desire for sleep, for human interaction, for food.
For life.
Mom heaves a large leather bag further up on her shoulder as she
waits by the door tentatively, as if I needed to invite her in before
she could enter. She bites her lip, and I know she is fighting back
tears, though I’m not quite close enough to see them glittering,
lurking right in the corners of her eyes or along her lower lash line.
A deep breath –inhale, exhale, just like they teach in her bi-weekly
yoga class, where she does downward dog on a pink paisley mat—
and she’s “normal” again. “Presentable.” Five quick steps later,
her red patent leather heels clacking thunderously on the white
linoleum floor like fatal drops of blood, Mother is by my bedside,
gingerly laying the brown bag on the edge of the dusty roses dotting
the quilt she brought from my queen-sized bed at home to cover
the overwashed fleece blanket that they gave me to drape over my
frail figure. It’s cold here, colder than my body can take. Even with
cocoon of two blankets and the stiff white sheet underneath, my
core tightens and my muscles tense in an effort to keep warm. They
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won’t let me have a space heater. Fire codes or something.
“I brought something for you.” Her voice shakes the way it did
when she would present Kirsten or I with a Peppermint Patty from
the grocery store. Shakes with anticipation, or with uncertainty,
fear of how the gift will be received. Her insecurity is a crippling
wound in her otherwise put-together persona.
Only air passes back and forth through the open door in the
corner. The cold breeze from the hallway whispers abandonment
and sorrow to my sensitive ears. Mom catches me looking and
shakes her head. A loose brown curl falls out of place and catches in
a crevice of her forehead. She doesn’t have to say it, not this time. At
this point it’s assumed.
They’re not coming.
It’s no surprise, really. This place makes them uncomfortable,
seeing me like this makes them uncomfortable. The doctors didn’t
put a mirror in my room – they had no need to really, as I can’t really
leave this matressed prison, plus they say it would be “detrimental
to my recovery” – but I can almost see my reflection in my mother’s
glassy black pupils. Sunken orbs behind deep purple half moons
that rim the bottom of my eyes like permanent bruises. Hallowed
cheekbones, knotty and dry hair, sallow skin. Like a famine victim,
a holocaust victim. She grabs my hand, in empathy or sympathy or
just to make sure that I’m actually there, that this is actually real,
and jerks it around a bit. The blue sapphire on my right ring finger
slides around until the stone is on the palm-side of my hand. It
rattles against my finger joint, dislodging a few flakes of dead skin
that took refuge from moisturizer under the thin white gold band.
My body, the doctors say, is like a forest fire destroying itself from
the inside out. The frailties have gotten worse since I have been
admitted. Since I admitted it to myself. This internal light is slowly
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reverting to just another bag of bones held together by flesh and
sinew.
Mom tries not to notice this as she digs around the inside of her
bag, her pink tongue trapped between her teeth with the effort of
extracting the desired objects from all of the crap that continually
clutters the bottom of her purse. Compact mirrors and makeup
collide and receipts rustle as pink fingernails push them aside
unceremoniously.
Her forehead creases more and more with each object she pushes
aside until finally, she finds what she is looking for. With an implied
“ta da,” Mom presents her gifts to me—6 small new bottles of nail
polish, vibrant and metallic variations on every color of the rainbow.
I manage a small smile before looking down at my own nails. Long,
overgrown, the cuticles dry and cracked. The hot pink nail polish
that had previously decorated my long and slender fingers is now
chipped away in most places. It makes my hands look even more
damaged than they already are.
Morning Nurse is grumpier than usual today as she noisily
saunters into my room to check my vitals. Mom smiles at her
and mutters a cheerful hello, but Morning Nurse is clearly not in
the mood. She grunts an unintelligible reply, her mirthless eyes
shooting cold steel daggers at me as she checks the machines.
Neither Mom nor I speak or move until we are sure she is gone.
Mom lines the assortment of bottles, all identical with the
exception of hue, on the palms of her hands and presents them to
me like they are some feast and I am the royalty. But I am unable
to move, essentially paralyzed from exhaustion and the medication
running to my veins through a hallow needle inserted into the
inner part of my elbow. She stays like that for a second, palms
outstretched toward my frail form, a smile brightening her tired
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cheeks as she awaits my choice and approval. And then the moment
of recognition comes; fleeting, a blank panic seizes her hands, rises
up her arms and immobilizes her face in a creepy, unseeing grin.
Outside in the hallway, hurried footsteps and the urgent rustle of
scrubs serve as a precursor to a crowd of nurses running down the
hallway past my door, beckoned by a failing heart.
“Purple?” she asks. I stretch my lips and cheeks into a smile again
to indicate my approval, though to be honest I would have chosen
the sky blue rather than the deep sparkly plum. Though I am and
have always been a sucker for a good purple.
Quiet envelopes us comfortably. Mom’s silver wristwatch plays
the metronome to our symphony of silence as she pores over my
nails, replacing the flaked and dry pink them with thick, even
strokes of amethyst varnish, covering up the cracks and slight
discoloration that have always characterized my nail beds. The
aroma of acetone assails my nostrils and pokes at my eyeballs with
its abrasive talons. I close my eyes against the tears, though I’m
uncertain of the cause, whether it’s the stench smarting my eyes
or the medication throwing my emotions out of sync with the way
they should be running.
Mom looks up at me from time to time, both searching for
approval and to make sure that I’m still breathing, though the
machines happily chirp my existence to all within a fifteen-foot
radius. God, when will that damn machine shut up?
Afternoon Nurse dances in. “Hello, my little chickadees. Miss
Diana. How’s it going today?” She’s wearing a big green scrunchie
around her bun, attempting but failing at holding together the
loose tendrils that float like free spirits around her head. It looks
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like it’s been around since the 80’s, all shiny and synthetic-looking.
“Beautiful nails!” she remarks as she presses a couple of buttons on
a machine with her own French tips, perfectly squared and painted
as if she just got back from the nail salon fifteen minutes ago. She
practically jazzercises out of the room. It’s a marvelous night for a
moondance.
Mom watches her go, eyebrows raised until they are practically
buried into the recesses of her forehead. Complete at utter disbelief
intermingled with envy. Disbelief that someone so flighty is
responsible for the lives of others. Envy at Afternoon Nurse’s aura
of life. Hot tears form behind my eyes and a lump begins to form
in my throat . Every day I am plagued by deep regret for doing this
to her, for putting the whole family through such obvious pain. The
last thing I wanted was to become a burden, to add to my family’s
already sizeable list of proverbial baggage. I’m sorry. The words
form in my brain but die on my lips. I’m too weak to speak, and too
strong to cry.
A scream erupts in my stomach, tears through the destroyed
tissue like an unseen monster set to destroy. It rocks my organs like
an explosion and my whole body tenses in an effort to escape the
pain ripping right through my middle. It will pass, it always does. I
can do nothing but wait it out, teeth ground together in an effort to
bear the hurt that spreads to the very tips of my fingers and toes.
The doctors say it’s normal, that it’s part of the recovery process,
but I can see in that fleeting second before they turn their backs
that they are worried.
Mom’s eagled eyes don’t miss the crystalline pearls that threaten
to spill over and stain shining dark serpentines on my wan cheeks.
“Oh, honey.” She scoots her chair closer to the head of my bed
and strokes my dirty chocolate hair, pushing the bangs off of my
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forehead. Her hands are cool but not cold, and they quell the
rising flush in my body. I feel like a menopausal woman instead
of a twenty-something-year-old, with all these hot flashes and cold
spells. But mostly cold spells.
“I’m so sorry.” She strokes my cheek with the back of her index
finger before digging through her purse again for the pack of tissues
she always carries with her. She dabs at my cheeks and the corners
of my eyes, trying to soak up my liquid sorrow.
“It’s not like they didn’t want to come. Your dad….he wanted
to come, he really did, and he was even putting on his shoes, you
know how he likes to tie his loafers into a fresh bow before going
out into public. But then his cell phone rang and you know how
he’s attached at the hip to that thing. And of course, it had to be
someone from work, an emergency, and then Kirsten was going to
come too but she came downstairs and was coughing and thought
maybe coming to visit a hospital when she was sick maybe wasn’t
the best idea because of all the sick people with their immune
systems failing, not to say that your immune system is failing
honey, but, you know, hospitals are for sick people and the last
thing we want is to cause a death or something, I mean think of how
terrible that would be…” Mom has this funny habit of speaking
quicker and more high-pitched when she is trying to suppress
emotion. Her tone spirals upward until listening to her is like
trying to discern words from the chirp of a dog whistle. Like little
brown hummingbirds, her eyes dart back and forth in their sockets,
alighting on the flowers on the windowsill, the door, Oprah’s silence
on the television, the needle in my arm, but never actually focusing
on anything. Speaking a mile a minute, her lipstick is a blur of color
against the once white walls that are now stained the grey-brown
of a gosling’s down, courtesy of former occupants and age. I watch
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them yellow before my very gaze.
Mom rambles on for a while, the rollercoaster of emotions almost
tangible in her voice; she fills the entire room with the aura of her
distress. I can feel it settle on my skin like a fine mist. It makes my
skin itch, little mites like chiggers digging into my flesh and tickling
my nerve endings. In a surge of energy I faintly squeeze her hand.
I can’t speak, but somehow this small gesture says it all. It’s okay. I
know they didn’t want to come. I know it’s uncomfortable for them
to see me like this. I know they can’t possibly understand what
would have possessed me to land myself here, of all places. To be
honest, I don’t fully understand it either.
Maybe they’ll come tomorrow. There’s always tomorrow.
She falls silent and stares at my hand with its impossibly long and
skinny fingers. Like a pianist’s fingers, she told my dad when I was
born. Big joints swell in the middle of my digits like a snake’s bloated
stomach. She folds her hands together as praying. Dear Lord, help
her disordered child. Like a torrent, I can hear her sobs well within
her, shake her body, before they erupt and echo around the room.
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Leah Coming

Ku k u sh k a
There was once a kingdom where young girls in love would
fertilize a cabbage with menstrual blood and feed it to their beloved;
it was said that a cabbage-fed young man would be charmed into
pledging his eternal love and devotion. That is, until one year when
all of the cabbages in the land cooked in the ground, because a
trickster watered them with boiling water – that year, the common
consensus was to temporarily shift to the more-exotic cactus
fertilized with menstrual blood.
Perhaps the thinking was that a cactus, withstanding desert
temperatures in lands abroad, could withstand hot water as well;
but it really is impossible to say what the girls of the kingdom were
thinking when they chose such an expensive and non-local article
of produce. The king was forced to respond to the desecration and
theft of such a hot commodity, and stationed a sick hag with half
a body to guard over the greenhouse. They called her Kukushka,
cuckoo bird. It was a pity job for a disabled citizen of the kingdom,
and perhaps a pity name as well in order to make her sound more
mystical or ferocious, because the woman in question didn’t have
a hook nose, beady eyes, or hooting voice, and really in no way
resembled a cuckoo, or any bird. At any rate, only very strongwilled girls could summon the courage to steal a cactus from the
Kukushka, but these girls didn’t much need a charmed cactus as
they usually had enough oomph to simply flirt with a man until he
got the message.
One such lovestruck girl, a sales representative for a chain
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of cobblers within the city walls, really had no intention of
indulging in this old wives’ tale, Kukushka or not. She knew that
it was disavowed by court scientists on account of science and by
feminist thinkers for some such reason or another. Miranda, who
was nothing if not complicit in our unfortunately efficient age,
rarely branched out from her normal routine: hobble to work in the
morning on the shiny, pinching shoes that the cobblers forced her
to show off, work, and hobble home (one would think that cobblers
would be more aware of the pains and dangers of cobblestone). But
friends, do not think that this was a mindless routine. A guilty party
in our age of self-improvement, Miranda exercised minute control
over her mental life during these hours. She conjugated verbs in
different languages (I agonize, you agonize, he agonizes), thanked
God for her blessings or examined her conscience, and made
floating, red mental charts of the risks and benefits of her potential
choices. But one mental activity was not broadening her skillset or
spirit: Bertrand.
Oh, Bertrand! He rented the bedroom next door in their
communal apartment, and he had as firm a routine as Miranda:
every morning he would arrive home from his job as a palace night
guard with a different woman, and every morning he would explain
how he couldn’t get to sleep if he was alone in bed. These flimsy
curtains, (he would say, tugging on the cotton onion sacks that
he’d tacked to his window), they just let all the light in. It’s really
unnatural to sleep during the day. I feel completely different than I
used to, like I’m not even a person anymore. But I’m just afraid that
if I don’t get to sleep, I’ll dose off on the job and get fired. The women
all agreed that this was terrible, and then they agreed to sleep with
him. Afterwards he would close his eyes and breathe softly, and
the women tiptoed through the communal kitchen and glared at
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Miranda’s loudly bubbling pot of cooked oats, upset that some
people didn’t respect the man’s sleeping hours.
But in the evenings when Miranda came home, she was
consumed with listening to the silence that came from Bertrand’s
room. Until nearly the moment that he walked into the kitchen to
eat a hunk of bread and four boiled eggs, he didn’t stir. Miranda
couldn’t understand this contradiction in him: a young man bold
enough to bring home a different woman nearly every morning,
but lazy enough to sleep ten hours a day.
Oh, Bertrand. Between listening to his wooing and his silence, and
analyzing his contradictions, there was far too much of Bertrand in
her mind to ignore. But most of all, Miranda was tortured by her
insecurity about the most efficient path to take in the question
of Bertrand. Would it make the most sense to allow herself to be
tortured by the young man with onion sack curtains now, in her
youth, when her biology compelled her to be so distracted? Perhaps
the pain would be useful in accumulating wisdom. Or maybe that
was foolishness, and it would be better to cleanse him from her
mind, so as to better learn to conjugate foreign verbs: I maximize
potential, you maximize potential, Bertrand doesn’t seem like the
type of guy who maximizes potential or even minimizes risk. Or –
most dangerous of options – would a truly effective human being
attempt to realize her love?
It isn’t entirely clear which of these reasons correspond with
her eventual decision to feed Bertrand the charmed cactus, for
certainly she may have decided simply to document, observe and
analyze the sensations of this bizarre ritual, independent in any
vested interest in whether or not Bertrand indeed fell under the
spell and pledged eternal love and devotion. But I suspect that this
was not it. I suspect that she was one of the serious girls who was
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not in possession of her electric youth, and felt the want of it.
Lightning youth, what do you demand of us.
So Miranda, one day after work, hobbled to the very palace
gardens which her hopeful lover himself guarded by night. She
didn’t see a palace guard at the greenhouse, which was strange. She
got past the guard at the gate by giving him a bored, imperious look
and pretending to have a strong purpose, and then approached a
tall greenhouse, a strange shell of a wooden building that welcomed
the sun through holes in the walls and rafters. Miranda entered,
and saw a wooden chair rigged up to a pulley contraption on the
other end of the building – Kukushka.
Just as they said, the old woman only had half a body: she was
missing an arm and a leg. Her remaining half was mostly covered
with a dirty cotton sack. But the legend didn’t describe what was
coming out of each stump of a missing limb – a hundred strings
of wispy tissue, curling on her chair like long hairs, which Miranda
realized, horribly, were her disembodied and free-floating nerves.
The nerves were dark and coarse, and limp like willow branches,
and they trailed on the dirt.
Miranda felt like she was standing in front of a terrible oracle,
a creature who might levitate in a diadem of light and announce
the number of years she had left to live. A mystical and magical
wisewoman, an herb gatherer, a mother from the St. John’s wort
fields, who slept in a where knotty thyme covered the earth like
grass.
But Kukushka, instead of levitating, breathed in – and breathed
– haaaaaaa – Miranda expected her to stop and exhale, but she
didn’t, she just kept going for a minute, Miranda didn’t know how
someone could breathe that long!
Miranda imagined that the oracle was about to speak – her
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prophesy was to be heard. But that didn’t happen. Actually,
Kukushka said, slowly and with labor, “You smell like grease.”
And then she said: “I hate the way the smell of grease feels.”
And old Kukushka pulled her straggly nerves over the back of her
chair, as far away as possible from Miranda, like a child. Now she
seemed like an old woman, the ones who lived on the street and
as matrons of houses, a complainer. She pulled on the pulley that
moved her chair further away from Miranda.
Miranda tried hard not to look at the bizarre nerves – she tried to
ignore them. “I’ll just go over there, then.”
Kukushka frowned at Miranda and compulsively smoothed her
eyebrows with her good hand. She had large, bug-like eyes with
every eyelash garishly blackened with clumpy, black coal.
Miranda hopped around climbing beanstalks until she found a
prickly cactus row. She had not much imagined the actual moment
of the mystical ritual which was descried by those feminists for
reasons difficult to remember – and one would think that it would
be difficult for a woman to crouch like an animal and bleed in front
of another woman – but Miranda did not much mind Kukushka’s
presence as she was, after all, old as dirt.
She crouched, keeping her knees together like a lady. She was
normally very conscious of keeping her legs crossed and knees
together, just for the connotation of the thing. Once in her life she
had uncrossed her legs and spread her knees about five inches apart
in a very calculated move to send a calculated signal, but it made
her too nervous so she stopped. But this business of keeping legs
crossed was making the current business very difficult. However,
we’ll just leave this count unsettled and undescribed, whether she
kept her knees close or let them spread.
But it was also freeing to be bleeding on ground, for earth to return
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to earth, to give to the soil and belong to it, to feed the cactus, which
was either very thirsty for her blood or not too thirsty on account
of its ability to survive drought, although it was sad that her nest
was being ripped out of her, perhaps her youth being ripped out as
well. And in the animal crouch she realized it was dead blood that
would pool, and she was unsteady on the balls of her feet – she had
a horrible, horrible mental image of losing balance and hitting the
dirt and the blood.
And while she was crouching there, she realized that it would
probably be best to leave the cactus for a week and return when it
had enough time to transform into a mystical charmed object.
But she just didn’t have the time, so Miranda summarily wrapped
the cactus in a handtowel, uprooted it, and started to walk out the
door.
Kukushka had meantime taken notice and was shaking her good
hand menacingly.
“I’m not supposed to let you out of here with that,” Kukushka
said.
“I’m sorry, grandmamma, but I just have to.”
Kukushka grabbed at the pulley that her chair was attached to
and pulled furiously towards Miranda. Miranda simply took a few
steps away from the pulley line. Kukushka looked at her with terror.
“If you take that cabbage out, they won’t give me honey with my
tea.”
“That doesn’t sound like the worst punishment.”
Kukushka’s center of gravity dropped. Her hands shook. Her
honey was threatened. Honey in tea.
The old woman, bless her buttons, she fumbled and fumbled
with the lamp attached to her chair, growling, scowling, and most
preposterously thrust the burning flame inches from Miranda’s
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face and eyes!
“You will be blind, I say, blind…”
Miranda yelped, terrified at impending blindness, her eyebulbs
burned by a horrible lamp flame –
But then she simply saw ridiculous Kukushka shaking
a normal copper lamp in the air, attached to a wheeling
chair on a flimsy pulley system in a building with holes
in it, and she decided to walk out with her cactus.

Miranda knocked on Bertrand’s door and explained through the
crack that she happened to pick up some cactus at the market but
couldn’t possibly finish it: but such a delicacy shouldn’t go to waste,
would he keep her company and eat it with her?
Within ten minutes of polite conversation, Bertrand was strewn
across his bed and confessing his open secrets, those intimate
details that he told anyone who would listen.
“I just don’t feel like a human any more. It’s light when I try to
sleep, and it’s dark when I’m awake – it’s just miserable, it’s like I’m
fighting against my natural cycle, my body can tell, my eyes hate
sleeping in the light.”
“What does that have to do with sleeping ten hours a day?”
Bertrand thought. “Because it’s like, I already feel shitty, so then I
say, to hell with it! All the way. Fuck everything.”
“That makes sense. But maybe you could just decide not to say
to hell with it, and get out of bed, that could be good too.” Miranda
delivered that piece of advice with an intonation somewhere
between a lover and mother.
“Yeah, yeah…maybe you’re right!” Bertrand shredded his cactus
with his fork. “But my life isn’t total laziness. I amuse myself at work.
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Like, at the cactus garden at the palace, I was the one who poured
boiling water in the kukushka’s watering cans – she watered all of
the cabbages before she realized they were wilting and melting, it
was priceless!”
“What? But that spoiled cabbage crop for a year. That’s so stupid.”
Bertrand jumped onto his knees on the bed. “Well, that’s the
thing! I have a great reason. A great one. Last year, all the girls that
I slept with, I picked them all up between those cabbage rows,
doing their secret charm, right? But it was just too easy, they were
supposedly trying to woo this other guy with the cabbage, but they
were more than willing to come home with me. It was actually kind
of astounding how shallow their loyalty was. I needed more of a
challenge!” Bertrand scraped some cactus with his spoon.
“Of course, now that the cabbage row is gone, I could just as
easily pick up any girl I wanted in the cactus row.” He smiled. “You
should be more careful about offering cactus to young men, they
might think that, well, you know…but I’ll overlook it this time.” And
he salted and swallowed the fleshy meat.
Miranda was paralyzed. She stretched and reached for
something, anything flirty to say in reply! She said quickly, “Man,
Kukushka must have complained for days after you changed the air
temperature with the boiling water. She’s such a complainer.”
Immediately she realized her mistake – it was pure folly and
suicide to reveal her close knowledge of Kukushka’s crotchety ways!
Bertrand’s face sunk – he looked at the cactus as if it were a sea
monster’s tongue – the debauched fruit. He could see her crouching
and bleeding over it, horrible image. He looked at her as if she’d
offered to boil an infant like a pot of laundry. (Except his indignation
was certainly over that offensive fact, that she presumed to love
him and make designs on him, for certainly there is nothing more
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potentially wonderful and terrible than when a person presumes to
love you, and although in this case the analogy with the baby in the
laundry it would apparently be evident that this revelation took the
terrible bent.)
Miranda felt as if he had kicked dirt into her face and over the
blood, like a wild dog kicking soil onto a vulture’s carcass with his
hind legs.
She needed to protect the most vulnerable veins on her wrist that
could be slashed by flaying knives, protect the spot below the curve
of her belly where she felt the distinct pain of her flesh-nest ripping
itself off the walls of her womb, protect the pierced-through hole in
her ears which could rip the lobe if one of her beautiful wire earrings
got caught on another woman’s wire earring, and most of all protect
her eyes that could be burned by lamp oil and coated with fire. So
Miranda grabbed the lamp from the table and thrust it in his face
with one outstretched arm. She backed away in a doubled-over
position and attempting to simultaneously cover her wrists, belly,
ears, and eyes (a most impossible contortion, try it yourself and you
will understand.) She held the lamp in his eyes.
Miranda hobbled home from work on the cobblestone streets and
prepared chamomile tea with honey. Miranda didn’t want to make
it, but she did anyways. Miranda didn’t want to close the window
to prevent sudden winds and strong food scents that would irritate
exposed nerves, but she did anyways.
Yes, Kukushka was a crotchety one. Miranda fed her cereal in the
morning and it dripped out the corners of her mouth. Kukushka
also never fell asleep. She watched Miranda all the time. Miranda
felt awkward praying on her knees now – was she making too
much of a show? Really, Kukushka was the most high-maintenance
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roommate possible, sleeping in Miranda’s bed, singing at night, and
never a grateful word.
Fleeting was the moment when tender strands of Miranda’s hair
intertwined with Kukushka’s frail nerves as she wept on her lap. And
yet, the nerves and hair did intertwine still – every day on the floor
of their shared room, fallen hairs and shed nerves which Miranda
dutifully swept up before she took her tea with Kukushka by the
window.
As for me, I wonder, what was the timbre of that light? I have
never yet been stripped weak enough to have a lamp as my
only protector…but I wait for the moment when my instinct is
to shield myself with that weightless and ineffectual defense,
the foolish and profound threat of fire close to your eyes.
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Thade Correa

V ig i l s
I.
This is luminous repose, neither fever nor languor, on a bed or in
the fields.
This is the friend, neither ardent nor lukewarm. The friend.
This is the beloved, neither tormentor nor tormented. The
beloved.
The air and the world not searched for. Life.
—Was it this, then?
—And the dream cools.
II.
Lightning returns to the branches of the building. From the
two ends of the room, ordinary scenes and harmonic elevations
connect. The wall facing the vigil-keeper is a psychological
succession of cross sections of friezes, atmospheric layers,
and geological formations. –Dream, intense and flashing, of
sentimental groups with beings of every character in every
guise.
III.
The lamps and the carpets of the vigil make the sound of waves
at night, all along the hull and around the steerage.
The sea of the vigil, like Amélie’s breasts.
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The tapestries, halfway-up, thickets of lace, emerald-tinted,
where the turtledoves of the vigil
swirl
.……………………………………………………………………………..
The blackened heart, real suns on strands: ah! fonts of many
magics, sunrise glimpsed once only, this time.

—Arthur Rimbaud, trans. Thade Correa
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Thade Correa

My st ic
On the slope of the embankment angels twirl their woolen robes
in pastures of steel and emerald.
Meadows of flame leap to the summit of the hillock. To
the left the soil of the ridge is trampled by every homicide and
every battle, and all disastrous noises wind their curve. Behind
the ridge, to the right, the route of orients, of progress.
And while the band at the top of the image is formed by
the winding, bounding murmur of conch shells from the seas
and human nights,
The blooming sweetness of the stars and the sky and all
else descends in front of the slope, like a basket against our face,
and makes the flowering blue abyss below.

—Arthur Rimbaud, trans. Thade Correa
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Sara Felsenstein

Yay a
There are times I wonder:
had you dyed your hair
that mahogany-red
one last time,
would you still be
alive today?
Because once you let
that hair go dead and gray,
everything else followed.
spunky-bright cheeks
turned pale in submission,
spine collapsed beneath
the winter sky,
and withered fingers hung
from your hands like
dead leaves.
Yaya, if I could trace the
tracks of your spider-veins
back to the start of this nonsense—
I would.
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Then, you could tell me
about the time
you poured shampoo
on Billy’s pancakes,
or when the
hair-dye
turned your hair
“freaking eggplant”
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“Tracks to the Fifth City” by Sara Felsenstein
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Signy Blom Fertig

At t a i na bi l it y a nd A f f i n it y
I really did.
And the bees really did litter the carpeted floor
I lied on the burial grounds and looked up to you in the morning
Found your eyes questioning mine like headlights.
They had long been cleared, long moved out in a terrifying pack
But it was as if the stingers still bore into my paper white skin
Dead, so many dead
Finding their way up the mattress and into my layers.
The bumbled venom didn’t make much of me
But a bitter and careless girl
Forced to turn smaller, grey, and peeping to make up
For making you cry for the first time in years.
Are you worried that I’ll become addicted to that sting?
Because I’ve noticed that your face descends when our chances
increase
Although you always smell and cross and glow the same
Like you’re just waiting for the honey that’s behind my
disintegration.
Honey, honey
I’m not so sweet.
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Signy Blom Fertig

Ba d Eg g
Content trusting smiling. You leaned down to mine but I closed
my eyes and mulled over the flashing colors behind them because
even though I am full of apples I thought that you were full of
self-control and statues of more stable things that couldn’t be
digested so easily. I read you wrong and she did not and now
you’ve taken my two favorite people and put them through a
paper shredder. I made you into lovely words and you made
yourself scraps and now I really don’t think I ever want to speak
to you again unless I’m violently insulting you. Your words are
so cliché. You told me that I am mean and things I say are not
helpful but they just cup deep. I think that cutting you open is
helpful. I think I will cut you open and show everyone your bad
egg. Your bad egg does not beat does not bleed does not feel even
when it says it does. Your bad egg is rotten and yellowed and you
want to claim the color of the sky but you can’t have it and you
can’t have the color of strawberries and sin because that requires
more character than you have. You have browned yellow. Bad
egg. You lie so well. Now that I know that you have rotted I want
to forget you, remember that you are not even a person. You are
an egg. Your shell is white, I’ll admit, you play the fake purity card
quite well. You even kept its cracks secret. Now they are visible;
you’ve been too careless with your cutting.
I swear you’re not. The fingerprints look like chalk, chalk as white
as the silly pure love. There is no pure. I almost wish you’d try to
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keep to your long ago said word just to convince me of remorse
but I know I said it was a bit extreme. I kept tracing lines on
the ceiling and hoping for it to crack and fall to pieces on me. I
imagined the blank chunks falling blunt on my skull. Night sweat
panics, who are these people why is the ceiling falling in. You did
not imagine. You are not a good person. You are a bad egg.
Blood on the pillow blood on the sheets blood in the back of my
eyes. I think I coughed it up in my sleep but I can’t be sure I can’t
be sure I slept at all because all I was doing was sweating and
sweating and sweating. You are mad because I am abandoning
you but I am so scared of you and whoever you are and I said
so. I’m sick. Don’t justify yourself take a knife to your throat and
wake up coughing up the mucus, getting rid of the sick rot that has
clearly infiltrated your whole self and soul. You let yourself get to
this. I told you that the world did not do it to you, that you did not
do it to you, that she did it to you. But I was wrong then. You did
this to you and now I know that you are rot. Rot like corpses. I
wish I was a corpse I wish you were a corpse I wish I didn’t feel
anything at all because everyone else is always feeling the wrong
or the right feelings and all I feel is intensity and it goes wherever
it pleases which is usually not a good place at all. Don’t convert
anyone else the decay makes me ill. You’ve been too careless
with your cutting and now we’ll all see your insides, your rot like
corpses. Don’t blame me for slicing you open. You are the bad
egg.
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Allison Franklin

Aw a ken
Soul trapped in a berry
Swallow me down
Drown me in a sluice of liquids
Acid gnawing to the core
Dissolving, breaking me down
To sugars, vitamins,
Invisible indivisible parts
My flesh wiped away
By teeth, tongues, fluids
Am I a raspberry bursting
Sweet across your tongue
A peach dripping nectar down
Your sticky lips and chin
Or a pomegranate seed
Tart, driving you to the fall?
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Mike McLane

E l l ips e s E cl ipsi ng Me a n i ng
Bring bring bring goes the fire-alarm-clock-radio… Squirrellygirly-little-curly-haired astronauts read the Bible in a run-down
ghost town, all for naught... All night, every night, star-light starbright-hotel bathroom fluorescents fluoride toothpaste soaked
movie stars riding rockets over the Hollywood sign-languagebarrier-reef… Hippies hit the hash-pipe-dream-catcher unsure
about the glowing green camel in the corner-café asking
them for their favorite flavor of postage stamp… Stomp stomp
stomping around a tic-tak-toe-dragging-single-calory-singlemalt-hop-scotch-tape… Sticky finger-lickin’-good-clean-fun the
slouched man sings dusty showtunes in the shower… Touché.
Post-card-stock the shelves boy!.. Put a smile on that clock-face-lift
fork-lift dead-lifting thick-slick-slab of American muscle… Apple
pie in the left ventricle… rawhide and pigskin-pork-rinds in the
right atrium… Bang bang bang a left-handed right-winged winged
half-girl half-horse halfbreed… Feed-bag-pipes self-plumbing
monkey-wrench in my plans… Mario boing boing boings me on
the head-light-house-boat and sinks my submarine-sandwichartistry… Picassan llamas look out nostrils spitting bing-cherrypitchforks-spoons-ice cream scoops… Jogger-legend’s legs look
lady-like-smooth and soft body-building arms dangling-lifeless
corpse washing up in the Pacific Ocean-front-property…
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Alyssa Morones

B ou nd
A man sooner or later discovers that he is the master-gardener of his
soul, the director of his life.
—James Allen
He’d never had a better night’s sleep. That was the very first thing
he thought when he woke up. A plague of exhaustion had been
lifted. The burdens he’d borne on his back for what might have
been hundreds and hundreds of years were gone. No residual sleep
fogged his vision. The world didn’t blur at the edges. He was awake
and he was alive.
He felt new. The world felt new. Maybe, even, the bed was new.
Had someone replaced it in his sleep? And for the first time he
realized that he did not remember, could not be certain, where he
was. But it was okay, because in this moment he only saw forward,
an expanse of living spread before him. He was unconcerned with
the darkness before sleep.
But really, it might be a good idea to at least figure out his general
location. This bed he slept on—could you call it a bed? Beds were
soft. He realized now, as he took count of his body parts, as he
squirmed a little in place, flexed his fingers, tensed and un-tensed
his muscles, that this place where he’d gotten such a restful sleep
was not, in fact, a haven of comfort. But he had the distinct feeling
that he could have slept anywhere and it would have been restful.
That he didn’t remember falling asleep in the first place didn’t
concern him. He acknowledged that yes, a part of him might like
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to know, but he found greater motivation in backing away from
the issue—a motivation that resembled a repulse or an instinct. He
trusted this instinct for the time being.
Perhaps he lay on wood. He squirmed a little more. Yes, it was
wood. But why? Why was he sleeping on a slab of wood? He moved
his right arm a little out to the side and came up against something
hard. Not on a slab of wood. In a slab of wood. Except you couldn’t
be in a slab of wood. A slab was flat.
Encased.
He was encased in wood. He could guess why, but he didn’t try.
If you know something, why acknowledge its existence in your
mind? Especially when it’s something you don’t want to know. No,
ambivalence bested knowledge, though he didn’t take the time to
recognize this understanding either.
He would sit up. Clunk.
Ouch.
He lay back down.
He would not sit up because he couldn’t. He pressed his hand to
what he had come up against, faced his resistant villain. He knew it
and it was glass. Would have been nice to have noticed that before
his head had collided with it. Now he placed both hands flat against
its surface and pressed into it. Pressed a little harder. It lifted. He
heaved it once and let it go vertical. Verticalling…verticalling…
verticalling. Not vertical. The momentum carried it past vertical
and back horizontal. It met the ground and shattered.
For a moment he stayed motionless. If he didn’t move, maybe no
one would notice. Maybe it didn’t happen. Oh, this shattered glass?
No, that wasn’t me. I mean, look at me, I’m just lying her motionless.
Nope, sorry, didn’t see who did it. I would shrug, but I’m encased in
wood you see.
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When no immediate consequences seemed to spring from the
shards he sat up for real and saw that he was not where he should
be. He was in a room. A very very large room and everything in it
stood motionless. It was dim, objects casting shadows upon the
walls.
For the first time since waking, the expanse of the future shrank
to the size of this room because, in that moment, he could not see
beyond it. He couldn’t quite shake this feeling. It festered in the
nuclei of his blood cells—a part of him that he felt was not new.
He climbed out of the wooden case. It was body-shaped, he
noted, as he glanced back at it. He felt the glass crunching beneath
his feat, felt the shards without feeling their sharpness. His feet were
covered, he realized now. No. They were wrapped. White bandages
premeditated the shards. They weren’t just around his feet. They
bound his entire self. Strange that he hadn’t realized this before.
It’s not a small thing, being completely bound in white cloth. His
head? Yes, that was bound too. He might very well have been made
of white cloth.
A labyrinth of glass cases littered the room. He walked to one
and saw artifacts that looked familiar but also not familiar at all.
They were old and chipped and barley themselves, he thought. But
he still knew them— tools for building, sculpting, strengthening.
There was an inscription below the case that he couldn’t read but
he felt that he either didn’t need to or didn’t want to.
And there were still more things he didn’t but did recognize. Walls
that hadn’t always been ancient, extravagant garbs that he knew
he’d never worn. Pieces of tombs from a location he would have
recognized, he might have built.
The room shrank again.
He could have gone up and examined what the other cases
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shielded, but he didn’t. Instead he located the nearest door and
strode out into another smaller room with a large wooden structure
behind which sat a chair and a large black tablet standing upright
in front of it. But he didn’t care.
His eyes caught on his reflection in the glass door towards which
he was headed and he let them rest there for the smallest of seconds.
He was the white cloth. He wasn’t the flesh and blood he once was,
though he suspected that was still there, somewhere beneath.
Perhaps not the blood. Taking account of himself, he felt nothing
coursing through him, no corresponding pumping of blood. What
he did feel was disappointment. Something had happened to him,
he recognized now. Something bad that he didn’t want to try to
remember. This was what the dead dressed in, at least where he
was from, because he didn’t understand where he was now.
The door didn’t give when he pushed against it. He stared himself
dead in the eye, as if this would will it open, but it didn’t. Stationary.
Then he tore his gaze from himself and pushed harder but it still
wouldn’t give. Again. Again. Again. Nothing gave. And this glass
wouldn’t break.
“Fuck! Who’s there?” he heard a hallway that he hadn’t noticed to
his right speak. “I said who the fuck’s there?” Louder this time.
A figure materialized from the hazy darkness. The man was
young. Perhaps as young as he was. Or had been. He the mummy,
because that’s what he was. This man was still flesh and blood,
though he did not resemble the men the mummy had known. His
skin was paler and his flesh softer. He wore a singly colored garb
that covered the expanse of his body and many small metal pieces
strung on a ring dangled from his side, announcing each step. If
the mummy knew how to read the symbols stitched into the young
man’s chest, he would have known him as Peter.
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When Peter was fully in view, he froze. “Holy. Shit.”
The mummy didn’t move, his hands still pressed against the door.
Again, he hoped that if he didn’t move, he’d be invisible, even though
the time for invisibility was long passed. Maybe Peter thought the
same thing, because he didn’t move either. It was a standoff, Peter
with his metal ring and the mummy with his hands pressed to the
glass, staring at each other.
Not breaking eye contact, Peter placed one foot forward. The
mummy stayed as he was. Still not moving, but still not invisible.
Another step. Another step.
The mummy turned to face Peter, hands still up as they had
been against the glass. It wasn’t a surrender, but it wasn’t a threat.
Peter took a couple more steps and then stopped, five feet from
the mummy. The mummy did not break his gaze. He watched as
Peter glanced away from the mummy and into the room from
which he had woken. Then back to the mummy again. He raised his
eyebrows. “Well what the hell am I supposed to do with a mummy?”
Peter said.
The mummy found he could understand him. The words weren’t
familiar ones, but he knew them somehow. Like so many of the other
things he’d encountered during his brief period of consciousness,
he chose not to question it. The mummy turned back now to the
door and again he tried to push it open.
For a few seconds more, Peter was still. Then his posture shifted
toward resolute: he ran a hand through his hair, stared down the
mummy, and strode over to him. He snatched his metal ring from
his side and jabbed one of the pieces into the door. It opened.
He held it and gestured the mummy outside. “After you,” he said.
The mummy moved to walk outside but stopped in front of Peter.
He saw a softness swimming in the hard blue of the young man’s
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eyes. The ripples of these tender tides were barely visible, but they
were there. Peter’s eyes didn’t flinch. They met the mummy’s. If the
mummy could have smiled, or shown any facial emotion, he would
have. Instead he tried to reflect back what he saw in the eyes of his
fellow.
Then he looked forward again, out toward the world ahead of
him, and continued into it.
He didn’t know anything he saw. Everything looked hard and
cold. The ground had solidified beneath his feet. Tall silver objects
cast bulbs of light upon the floor. The mummy held his hands out
as if to try to catch it but the light had no weight and shown instead
through him. Large, shiny wheeled structures lined in glass dotted
what he only assumed was a road. They were carts but not carts at
all. The trees were eerie sentinels for the structures standing behind
them, but these forms he at least recognized: the thin trunks with
sprawling palm branches, brushing the air in the breeze.
A feeling of longing for something he knew came over him and
for the first time he wanted to look into the darkness that encased
his past.
“What are your plans then, mummy?” Peter stood next to him
now, kicking a piece of trash in front of him. His eyes were focused
on his feet. “I mean, being a mummy isn’t really a great jumping off
point in life, is it?”
The mummy took his eyes away from the light and stared at Peter.
He looked at him as if to say “Well, this is more of a jumping off
point in death”. But he couldn’t say that because he was a mummy
and there was nothing where his mouth should be.
Peter’s hands were in his pockets now. “I haven’t looked at the
exhibit yet.” He paused and let the mummy look at him some more.
“Sorry, bro” he said. The mummy stayed looking at him as he ran
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a hand through his hair again. “At least you landed in a decent
place. I mean, you’re a mummy, but at least you’re in fucking Los
Angeles, right?” He paused and took a second to close his eyes and
inhale. The mummy watched as the young man’s chest swelled with
air. Swelled with life. And again he was all too aware of what his
own current being lacked. He felt the breeze sweeping against his
bandages, but he couldn’t feel the breeze itself.
He didn’t know what Los Angeles was, but it wasn’t home.
And then Peter’s eyes were opened again and he was moving
forward, past the mummy. He looked back and said, “Come on”.
Then he kept walking, into the wind, beyond the darkness.
For a second the mummy let Peter walk alone, but then his
posture adopted its own resoluteness and he walked with the young
man. He followed him down the street, into a large cold structure
lined with rows and rows of more glassed carts.
A small darker-skinned man dressed identically to Peter walked
toward them, made to move past them before his eye caught the
mummy. One eyebrow raised itself. Again, the mummy didn’t
move. Invisible?...Invisible?...clearly not.
The man turned to Peter while not completely taking his eyes
off the strange figure that now stood very still, mid-stride but not
moving. The mummy watched as the man gestured toward him
and mouthed something to Peter.
Peter’s face betrayed no emotion. He just shrugged and said,
“Javi, meet my friend. I call him Mummy”.
The man’s posture collapsed in disbelief and he shook his head,
turning back to the mummy, who still stood frozen, mid-step, then
back to Peter.
“Ay man, just because I didn’t graduate from high school or
nothing don’t mean I’m an idiot,” he said, but in an accent not quite
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the same as Peter’s.
Peter shrugged again.
“His name is mummy? Or he’s a mummy?”
Peter shrugged again.
“Both I guess”.
The mummy still didn’t move.
“Fuck, man,” said Javi.
“Yeah, dude. I guess.” They took a moment to examine the
mummy together, then Peter said, “Hey, come with us”.
“Come with you and lose my job you mean?”
Peter shrugged again. Then he shook his head. “Naw man. Just
come. How often do you get to hang out with a mummy?”
Javi looked back to the mummy, who had since decided it was
safe to move and had assumed a more natural standing position.
The mummy looked at Javi in return and nodded a little. It was true.
It wasn’t every day that he was a mummy. Or, at least, it wasn’t every
day that he was walking around.
“Ay man.” Javi paused. Then, “Well where we going with a
mummy?”

The mummy rode shotgun. He didn’t know what a shot gun was
or what that meant, but he was sitting in the front of the strange
cart with the glass lowered. He traveled faster than he ever had in
the darkness of the past. He traveled fast enough that it seemed
like he could outrun the darkness and the objects and the life that
existed in it. He let his fingers dangle outside the window, watched
as tiny frays of fabric struggled to detach from their brethren, to
escape into the vast sky, to live a life more beautiful than that for
which they had been intended.
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Lights were everywhere. Tiny beams growing as they approached
and dancing with each other and with the mummy’s retinas. Peter
just kept driving, looking every now and then in his direction. The
mummy wished again that he wasn’t masked in his binds, that Peter
could see what he wanted his face to show.
Javi sat behind the mummy, his face pressed against the glass,
gazing out the window, tracing lines in the fog that he breathed
They kept moving through the lights, weaving around, falling
behind until they emerged into a space greater and more expansive
than the mummy had ever known. Before him was a sea that
seemed to end only where the world ended.
He could see everything the sky was worth now, clouds drifting
through it, reflecting the light that was just beginning to live beyond
the mountains across from the sea. Everything seemed to melt into
one: the sky, the clouds, the sea, each a million different shades of
blue. Trees were outlined against the scenery behind them. The
mummy closed his eyes and pretended he could breathe.
Peter turned from the road and smiled at the mummy. “It never
stops,” he said. The mummy met Peter’s eyes and saw a bit of his
own self reflected in them. “It never stops being beautiful.” They
held each other’s gaze for the smallest of moments before the
mummy turned back to the window.
Javi had lowered his window too now and let his hand weave
through the jet stream. “Got that right,” he said.
They drove into the landscape. Peter turned off the large road
onto a smaller one and the mummy watched the expanse disappear
for a moment, only to reappear in front of him. The cart slowed and
then stopped. They sat there, gazing at the water, watching as more
and more light infused the sky and the waves. Birds flew overhead
in the mist rising from the sea.
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Javi was the first one to get out of the cart. He walked down the
cold hard lot where it had parked and onto the sand, not looking
back, stopping a bit away and reaching into his pocket. From it he
extracted a small white stick. From the other pocket a small box
that he pressed against the stick, closing his eyes as he breathed
through it, smoke exiting through his nose as he exhaled. He let it
dangle from his hand and gazed into the forever.
Peter moved out of the confines too and the mummy followed.
Together they walked onto the sand. The mummy made sure he
appreciated its rolls, how they shifted, letting his cloaked feet mold
into them. He made sure he imagined its chill, and the way the
individual grains might have stuck to his souls. He made sure to
take note of the breeze rubbing into his cloth mask, made sure he
didn’t blink, made sure he let it dry out his eyes just so there would
be evidence that it existed and that he felt it.
For the first time since waking the mummy acknowledged that
these binds he wore were not new. Maybe they hadn’t been cloth
before, but they’d existed, if in a different form, somewhere in that
expanse of darkness behind him.
He felt freer with them on than he had when they’d been off.
They pushed against the beach and continued toward the water.
Orange and pink colored the sky now.
“It’s smog that does that,” Peter said, nodding in the direction of
the colors. “The air’s dirty as hell but it’s still fucking beautiful”. They
were close to the water now, the waves pacing time. Peter dropped,
removing his shoes and plunging his feet beneath a blanket of sand,
so the mummy sat too.
“This is the first place I’d take my daughter,” said Peter. “I’d bring
her here at this time too, before it’s just a public beach.”
Daughter.
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It wasn’t the syllables that scared him. What scared him was that
he knew it. And he knew that he had attached some meaning to it
once. It was a word that, now that he’d heard it, escaped the binds
of the darkness that was the past and for a moment he could have
sworn that his heart that couldn’t beat did.
Peter stroked the sand. “I guess some things you just can’t change,
but fuck, man. A part of me will always try”.
He looked at the mummy and then out to the ocean. Peter
smirked to himself. The mummy wasn’t sure if it was because he
remembered he was talking to a mummy or because he could
sense, in what the mummy had tried to let his eyes reflect back to
the young man, that something in him understood.
He wished he could speak.
But it barely mattered because they stayed silent after that. A
couple lights danced in the distance before disappearing beyond
the expanse, dropping below the horizon. The world keeps going
even after it ends, thought the mummy.
Javi joined them at some point, sitting on the other side of the
mummy, and together they saw the sky becoming light.
“Ay mummy, why don’t you go for a swim?” said Javi. “Or ask Pete
to take you surfing or something, no?” He laughed to himself and
shook his head.
Peter shrugged again and stood up. He looked down at the
mummy and again met his eyes. Then he reached a hand down.
The mummy took it and let Peter pull him up. He imagined that he
could feel the warmth of Peter’s hand. Maybe he could. Javi stood
up too. “Thought his arm might come off, man.”
Both Peter and the mummy glanced down at the arm Peter had
pulled, then to Javi. The mummy turned back to his arm and gave it
a little shake. Still in place.
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Javi laughed again then made his way toward the water.
Peter and the mummy followed.
Javi and Peter stopped before the reach of the waves and removed
their shoes, Peter hopping to the side on one foot as he tried to pry
his off, and left them on the sand. The mummy looked down at his
feet and then to each side, at Peter and then to Javi. They looked
back at him and then to the mummy’s wrapped feet. All three
shrugged and continued forward.
Light swam in the water now, illuminating the small currents that
reached the shore. The ocean mists had dried now—the horizon
beyond them was clear. At first the three waited, let the first wave
come to them, tap their toes.
Javi produced a sharp inhale at first touch. “Holy shit. It’s
freezing.”
“Dude. Yeah, of course,” said Peter.
Javi didn’t move, but inhaled again with the next wave.
Where the mummy’s toes should have been tingled. This he
did feel: the thick ocean water seeping into him, its chill running
beyond his cloth, into whatever flesh remained. He felt it fusing
with him and he had to shake off the effects with his shoulders.
Next to him Javi laughed. “Even the mummy thinks it’s cold, man”.
Peter turned to the mummy, looked at his feet, and then smiled.
Again, the mummy tried to make his eyes Peter’s mirror.
The three of them stood there, gazing into the forever horizon,
looking at where the world ended and where it continued forever. A
member of the living dead could appreciate its poetry.
When the sun bloomed full over the mountains to the East,
Peter, Javi, and the mummy trudged back to the wheeled cart. The
mummy noticed how the sand had embedded in the grains of the
cloth that covered him. He didn’t dislike this.
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They took a different road back this time. The car loped up a
long street, stopping every so often as a blinking light commanded.
Structures lined both sides, glass and signs plastered their fronts.
Palms lined the path, casting the only shadows that it looked like
the sunny street side had ever known.
They made it back to the large road and the mummy let his head
rest against the cold glass. He let the vibrations of the cart run into
his scalp before, suddenly, they slowed and then stopped.
The mummy opened his eyes and saw that they were not moving.
Carts continued to zip around them, some blaring loud noises as
they passed, but their cart remained stationary.
Peter mumbled something violent under his breath.
“Ay man, I dunno why you still been driving this shit car around,”
said Javi from the back.
Peter shook his head and smacked a hand against the wheel he’d
been gripping.
“Goddamnit.”
The mummy watched silently.
Peter looked out the glass behind him and then opened the door
and got out, walking toward the front. Javi did the same, jogging to
the side of the road. He pulled out another small stick and repeated
the motion of touching the box to it and inhaling. The mummy, too,
decided to exit. Peter glanced up at him as he climbed out and then
at the passing cars, and laughed to himself.
The mummy stood at the side of the vehicle. He turned to watch
the others that passed. In one he glimpsed a small child. A girl.
He met her eye for the smallest of seconds and then she lifted her
hand, waving, before her image disappeared. He lifted his hand
slowly and waved back.
And again he felt a pang in the place where his heart should be,
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making him feel alive again. An image flashed behind his eyes.
Another girl. But one that looked like him and one that meant more
to him.
Approaching them, but in the distance, he saw a vehicle pulling
ahead of the others. It swerved once to the right before correcting
itself. The sun reflected off its front glass and blinded the mummy
for a second.
The pang that occupied the mummy’s chest solidified then,
plunging through his guts. He looked at Peter, standing at the front
of the cart with its front part now propped open, then looked back
to the approaching vehicle, which continued to weave erratically in
their direction.
He looked to Javi, but he was still at the side of the road, looking
over the ledge, gazing into the trees below, breathing out smoke.
The mummy looked again to the vehicle, again to Peter, again to
the vehicle.
And for the second time what he wished most was that he could
speak, that he could even make a sound.
He blinked, and in it he saw a life. His life. His death. He saw his
child who he loved. And the child’s mother, who he might have loved
more, if that were possible. He saw a friend receiving a punishment
he didn’t deserve for something he didn’t do and he saw himself
running toward him. To stop it? To help him? But then falling on
something sharp. Not falling, tripping. And not something sharp,
but one of his own tools. It dug into his stomach, punctured it,
planting itself far deeper beneath his flesh for it to be okay. And he
didn’t save anyone.
The horizon shrank to the distance between the approaching
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vehicle and Peter. Peter was still digging in the cart’s organs and Javi
was still breathing smoke on the side of the road. And the mummy
still couldn’t make a sound.
The hardened pang he’d felt stopped its descent then and was
instead stationary and resolute within his wrapped body. The
mummy thought, for a second, that this might be his soul.
He found he was surprisingly spry for a mummy as he moved
toward Peter. His impact knocked Peter away, propelled him to the
other side of the road, as the mummy was flung to the opposite by
an impact much more severe.
Javi turned around, let his cigarette fall from the freeway, and
stared down at the motionless mummy. He looked across the road
to Peter, who looked back.
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Alireza Taheri Araghi

T he H i stor y of a Br e a k f a st
at the breakfast table
there is an explosion in my tea cup
what was that? Asks Gilda
Gilda is the dragonfly on my windshield I fell in love with
I stir the explosion with an explosion spoon and
I add some artificial sugar
I take a sip and
the sweet explosion takes me
back to concrete days:
long live the cats in trash cans
long live the cats in trash bags
my father is an engineer. What is your father?
my father did a wheelie for a living
can your father do a wheelie for a living?
I got kicked out of school because of
doing an obscene graffiti on
my teacher’s cortex
and I ran
I ran I ran I ran I ran I ran I ran
and
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DING!
what was that? Asks Gilda
it’s the toaster
Gilda is the butterfly my kitten was trying to catch
I butter the toast and Gilda butters the toast
DING!
what was that? Gilda asks
it’s the toaster, but
not this toaster
we were all bread
slices of bread
fat bread and thin bread
with heads and limbs
it was hard walking
it was easy to sleep with each other
when there came a drought
we prayed for rain
and there fell the bombs
DING!
DING!
DING!
and we got toasted
and I ran
I ran I ran I ran I ran I ran I ran
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nice day, isn’t it?
what was that? Asks Gilda
Gilda is the ladybird I bought at the flea market
it is my little dead father
in his vial on the shelf
good morning, Father
good morning, Son
he is doing his wheelie
round and round the small bottle
waving a posthumous hand at me
don’t forget your daily prayer, Son
my dad smiles pedaling on his bicycle
wriggling for balance
I go back to the kitchen
to finish my breakfast with Gilda
my dad’s going to hell anyway
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Meghan Thomassen

T he Nor ’e a ster
Parmesan, garlic, butter, basil, pepper, onions. Lemon, chives,
salmon, parsley, salt, asagio. Coca, coconut, flour, chocolate
shavings.
Mary’s ingredients spread across the counter in a dazzling array.
Arms tired from hauling in all the bags, she laid her elbows on the
crinkly pile and inhaled deeply. It was only three courses, but the
prospect of an evening filled with candlelight and “Bon Appetit”
teased the event of Mary’s imagination from a small country meal
to a gourmet soiree. Maybe she should serve the Chardonnay
instead of the Merlot …
Still weighing her pairing options, Mary quickly secured her navy
apron with crisp white piping around her waist. Shirt sleeves rolled,
she tackled the parsley first. Knifelike her hands swept away the
clippings from aromatic leaves, sweeping up a few to her tongue,
chewing thoughtfully. As she shredded, she glanced over at the
blond oak table sitting empty at the other end of the room.
Both Patrick and Thais were coming, so that would mean a high
chair for Robert, which she could put at the corner. Then Carly could
sit next to Thais — that would keep the new mother from becoming
too engrossed in her baby’s gurglings. And next would be Jenny and
her boyfriend Zach, then a seat for her at the head of the table. Mary
took secret delight at claiming the coveted spot, but worried slightly
about being ostracized from the baby-party that would inevitably
be going on at the other end. Andrew could sit to her left; she
needed him there to reassure her that, no, the fish was not dry, and
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yes, the flowers fit the mood, and yes, he would like more mashed
potatoes, they are delicious, darling. Mary smiled. Two and a half
years in and the only thing that had changed between Mary and
her doting husband was his affinity for vegetables. When they first
met, Andrew’s condescension from vegetarians, like Mary, could be
cut with a butter knife, without having to be softened first. At first,
when Mary cooked, she made separate dishes to appease Andrew’s
love for steak and bacon, but over the past few months, had made
an almost imperceptible slight of hand, replacing roast beef with
zucchini and pork with Portobello mushrooms.
Whether or not Andrew had noticed, Mary was unsure, but
as long as she could still hear his appreciative moans of delight
through mouthfuls of risotto, she didn’t care. And of course, if
she was a good cook, she was an even better pastry chef. Andrew
thought her chocolate-dipped coconut macaroons were the bestkept secret in Boston, and originally protested when he found out
they would be served tonight.
“These are a precious family secret, Mary.” Andrew frowned
and lowered his voice to a stage whisper. “Can we even trust these
people?” Mary had shot him her best don’t-start-now glare, but
couldn’t prevent a smile from creeping onto her lips, ruining the
effect.
“I don’t think they’d betray us.”
Snorting derisively, he had drawn out slowly one of the knives
from its block; saying calmly,
“Well, they’ll know what will happen if your recipe somehow hits
the black market.”
Although Mary doubted Jenny or Carly could guess her recipe, let
alone recreate it, she appreciated Andrew’s defensiveness.
With the chopping finished, Mary fetched a pan from the
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cupboard and started heating the oil. Once small bubbles began
to argue noisily on the outskirts, she tossed the onions, peppers,
and garlic into the fray. She dashed pepper, salt, and her shredded
parsley and basil over the commotion as they browned, then
plopped in an entire can of diced tomatoes with a satisfying smoosh.
Soon the room was filled with the telltale smells of Italian cooking.
Carly arrived first. She swooped in with an oversized patchwork
bag thrown over her shoulder and two more bottles of wine clutched
in one hand. Her eyes were sparkling from the cold air, and escaped
locks from her chignon curled about in a halo around her forehead
and ears.
“Kiss the cook!” She sang, and loudly smacked a kiss on my cheek.
“Carly, we already have drinks for tonight!” I laughed as she set
the bottles down with a clank, crushing some garlic heads and
knocking a used fork to the floor.
“I know, but you know I suck at picking out appetizers. I called
Jenny and told her to do it for me.” She beamed. “Besides, you know
me.”
Her favorite phrase was “you know.” It saved her the bother of
having to explain herself if you already knew.
I just rolled my eyes and turned back to my sauce.
“Make yourself at home!”
“Can I help?” She appeared at my right elbow, sniffing at the
steam rising from the pan. It still needed another hour or so, but
the aroma was intoxicating.
“Goddamn, woman, why didn’t I marry you?”
“Because I did!”
Andrew’s voice bellowed from the stairwell.
“You lucky dog.” Carly left me to go embrace Andrew at the
bottom of the stairs.
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“’Ow are you, love?”
“Quite well, my deah. ‘Ow fares Mistah Boal?”
“’Is health is good and such, but ‘e hasn’t stopped takin’ a few too
many nips of the ol’ brandy, if you know what I mean,” Carly gave
him an exaggerated wink, which made Andrew literally chortle.
This was one of the few downsides of marrying your best friend’s
best friend. Carly and Andrew thought speaking in cockney British
was the most hilarious thing in the world. It was. For them. I noticed
Andrew was looking at me hungrily, but he didn’t respond to my
suggestive wink. That was when I realized how late it was.
“I wonder where Zach and Jenny are.” I glanced at the oven clock
again. They were usually early. This snowstorm was making me
nervous.
Andrew must have sensed my discomfort, and came to the stove
to wrap his bear arms around me in a paralyzing hug.
“Mary, my dear, that smells wonderful! Who made it?”
I turned on him with my spatula.
“Fiend!” But I kissed the fiend and promptly shooed him from
the kitchen.
“Go make sure the driveway is still clear for everyone else. Did
you make it in okay, Carly?”
She sank with a sigh onto one of the barstools and poured herself
a glass of wine.
“Yeah, Beverly wasn’t too bad, but I think it just started coming
down harder.”
Our neck of the woods was infamous for wicked snow and slush
blizzards, called “Nor’easters” only by local New Englanders, and
tonight’s storm was supposed to be particularly vicious. I warned
all my guests to try and leave earlier than usual, but wasn’t too
concerned since everyone was from the area, we all had snow tires
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and years of experience trucking through blizzards.
As if summoned by my thoughts, the winter wind burst through
the front door, slamming the doorknob into the wall, undoubtedly
leaving a lock-shaped dent, shoving in Andrew, Patrick, Thais, and
a baby carrier through the frame. I wrestled the door closed and
leaned by back against it, for emphasis.
“Look was the storm blew in!” I crowed, embracing each of them,
even Andrew, despite that they were covered in drifts of snow.
The three of them guffawed as snow dripped of their red noses,
and began the laborious process of dismantling their wintry armor
of coats, woolen hats, and thermal mittens. I took advantage of their
distraction to monopolize baby Robert for a few precious minutes.
“How’s the smartest baby in the world? Figure out how to make
global warming go a little faster yet?” I asked this in a completely
serious tone. Robert was not a baby to be trifled with; I was
convinced he was a genius, and no genius liked to be baby-talked.
Robert glowed with the bittersweet smell of baby powder and
breath in the warm confines of his carrier. As if to answer my
question, he reached a hand vaguely to a speck of snow that had
melted on his blanket, never breaking eye contact with me, and
contracted his eyebrows in a quizzical challenge.
“I see,” I nodded gravely, “still working on it then.”
Finished undressing, Thais reached her still-cold hands into the
carrier and molded them to the familiar form of her baby’s ribcage
and swept him to her hip.
“There we go, now we can all have a proper conversation.” Thais
smiled that self-satisfied, self-conscious smile of a mother too
proud for words, but too humble not to say something about her
little Halfling.
“Perfect,” Patrick said, shaking his head like a dog. “I’m soaked
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to the bone.” Hair dripping into his eyes, he swung open-mouthed
about the entryway, bent at the hip.
“Have any towels?”
“Of course,” I said, and headed into the bathroom. When I came
back, towels in hand, everyone had settled into the kitchen, and it
was Carly’s turn to pay homage to Robert.
“’Ello, Einstein,” she whispered, “got it yet?”
“Not that he would tell you,” I threw over my shoulder as I
checked on the now boiling sauce. The clock now read 7:24 p.m.
Where were Zach and Jenny?
I lit some candles my mom bought me for Christmas to push
down my anxiety. I hoped in the windows they would shine like
beacons to anyone traveling outside. Inside, the candlelight made
the wine look redder, Robert’s cheeks look fuller, Thais’ smile look
brighter, Andrew’s eyes look kinder. I only prayed the made my eyes
look less worried.
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Joseph Wegener

C e s a r Va l lejo’s I I I
(or how to de a c t i v ate a c at) *
Loose purses lay your eggs
equate whores with wolverines
dollars sense and see me go Santiago
Ya-ya is my circus cure all
My drapes digital gay hey no demonstrations
Aguedita, Nativa, Miguel,
cue the dot com era and pour a lie, pour done days
contraband they pass our gang and hand out sweet memories
double doors as penance
I see you in silent seas for now, yeah pour done days
last gallons can see and stand, accosted but accustomed
so hand expanse tantric
My joy it seems a quake of numbness
My dear did you know them are a rarer air
Yeah no ten games of painted navels. For most seeping ends are
lost barks or elms or bones knitting debts of dew
come loose guiles jugs of moss die while stationed die dire
sin peal ears off Commies don’t be their secret
handed a quest that don’t envelope the aqua bliss oh
flat despots and dukes parade man enough
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A grayer than most I see asinine obedience white cinema
remedies laugh welted all disagree aggrieved
They lose major orders see empires dealt lanterns oh
did you last ask incased in lost equinox
come more see stamped bees and notes of truce
		
Opened days of moist panting
Aguedita, Nativa, Miguel?
lemon moans brushed all alters and layers cured the dead
No meat vans leave her dejected and alone
yellow eunuchs refuse to see you

*Note—This is a homophonic translation of Cesar Vallejo’s III
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Joseph Wegener

K lu mtou m
First world problems at the supermarket –
Vitamin Water “Power C” or Vitamin Water “Defense?”
I ask the bag lady for advice.
The bag lady’s face says, “GAAAH”
Vitamin Water “Power C” or Vitamin Water “Defense?”
I decide to draw a venn diagram.
The bag lady’s face says, “GAAAH”
I think about my ex-girlfriend.
I decide to draw a venn diagram
on the cover of People Magazine.
I think about my ex-girlfriend;
She drew the most beautiful ovals.
On the cover of People Magazine:
Is Whitney Houston’s daughter engaged to “Adopted Brother?”
She drew the most beautiful ovals.
But I guess she’s into adopted guys now.
Is Whitney Houston’s daughter engaged to “Adopted Brother?”
I query the comatose bag lady.
But I guess she’s into adopted guys now.
I can’t draw ovals for shit.
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I query the comatose bag lady.
I mispronounce the word “query.”
I can’t draw ovals for shit.
Venn diagrams suck.
I mispronounce the word “query.”
The bag lady says something about a quarry.
Venn diagrams suck.
I start to flip through the magazine.
The bag lady says something about a quarry Ayn Rand, Howard Rourke, 20th century gender roles?
I start to flip though the magazine.
Oh, look. Heidi Klum.
Ayn Rand, Howard Rourke, and 20th century gender roles
fuse together in a perverse venn diagram of the mind.
Oh, look. Heidi Klum
She’s attending a Unicef karaoke benefit in L.A.
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